GOAL ONE
Invest in teaching, research, and collaborative spaces

GOAL TWO
Prioritize strategic renovations

GOAL THREE
Focus housing and dining investments

GOAL FOUR
Enhance open space connectivity and campus circulation

GOAL FIVE
Strengthen campus identity and gateways

THE MASTER PLAN PROVIDES A 50-YEAR VISION THAT INFORMS NEAR-TERM DECISIONS AND ACTIONS.

The goal of the Giant Leaps Master Plan is to align the physical campus with the mission and programmatic goals of the university. Together with Purdue Moves and the capital plan, the master plan provides a shared vision that guides development and implementation. The 2018 Giant Leaps Master Plan benefits from Purdue’s rich 150-year history, ambitious strategic direction, and historic tradition of planning, setting a vision for future development and capacity of the campus.

The Giant Leaps Master Plan provides a framework for the physical campus to support Purdue Moves and the giant leaps the university will undertake in the next 50 years. It provides a framework for open space, circulation, and connectivity and identifies potential sites for future capacity if needed to ensure development aligns with the long-term vision for a connected campus. The overall concept is to create one campus from five districts.